HEALTH ISSUES IN THE GUIDELINES OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC: TRADITIONS AND INNOVATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In the situation of the COVID-19 pandemic, the efforts of all social groups aimed at eliminating the pandemic and its negative consequences for human health (physical, psychological, spiritual), safety and well-being are very important. Churches, as an important component of society (an authority for a significant part of it), are now looking for ways to respond to the challenges of the day, discussing the need to adhere to orthodox approaches and at the same time to develop appropriate innovations in their activities that would be acceptable rather than heretical. Therefore, it is quite relevant for scholars of religion to study some churches, in particular, the Christian Churches that are widespread in the countries of the Euro-Atlantic circle. Such work has already begun (in Ukraine we have articles by Dmytro Gorevoy, Victor Yelensky, Victor Bondarenko, and Olga Nedavnya. We have conducted a number of
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studies on this topic, and we continue to investigate it in this article, as there are still unexplored or insufficiently studied aspects, including theological views on vaccination, the organization of church life during a pandemic, a safe administration of the sacraments, etc. Identifying conservative and innovative (on the verge of adequacy to church doctrine), appropriate approaches is exactly the purpose of this article. To achieve that, the documents and evidence of practical actions of different Churches reflecting the ecclesiastical guidelines for health problems in the context of COVID-19 are analyzed.

However, many more aspects of this topic require scholarly attention. In this article, we aim to identify the most visible manifestations and directions visible in the Christian Churches’ search for ways of adapting to the pandemic and understanding the further development of their instructions in the field of health. Therefore, this study seeks to analyze the directives for health problems in the social guidelines and current recommendations of the Christian Churches, to identify relevant conservative and innovative trends, and their proportion in different Churches.

MAIN BODY

From ancient times to the present day, churches have paid much attention to the issue of health and its preservation. As for the Christian Churches, they all rely on the Bible, which addresses this topic extensively, both in the Old and New Testament. The Old Testament even contains some detailed advice on how to fight various diseases, including infectious diseases, and how to organize quarantine. During the terrible epidemics of the past centuries, the clergy provided both spiritual support and medical care, and traditionally maintained hospitals and hospices. However, they would use treatments which

we would now call superstitious or at least unprovable — from the category of “folk medicine.”

It is important to note that the foundations of all social teaching, including those dealing with health, as well as practical guidelines, have been developed in the Churches over the centuries, when the vast majority of people were believers, and for them the issue of salvation was more important than nowadays. This, of course, does not mean that the preservation of the body was ignored, except for some ascetics. However, in disasters such as epidemics of deadly diseases, believers preferred to resort even more to temple religious practices, and meeting with a priest was necessary for the needs of both soul and body (because access to secular doctors was more problematic because they were few). In the pre-secularization, pre-online era, such approaches, of course, were reflected in theological reflections and recommendations.

The Christian Churches have come to the present day with some ready-made guidelines on health problems, which are being actively rethought now in the age of advances in modern medicine and communication capabilities. Some Christian Churches which have their own detailed social doctrines — Roman Catholic Church (RCC), the Seventh-Day Adventist Church of Ukraine, Russian Orthodox Church (ROC), Ukrainian Orthodox Church (UOC) — have drafted more or less thorough instructions for various cases, others address specific cases by assessing the current situation, giving advice, as well as demonstrating various practical participation. Nowadays, virtually all Churches have to respond to the latest pandemic of COVID-19; in perceiving and responding to this challenge, they show their capabilities and different approaches, both applying their traditional experience and implementing innovations.

When we study the officially approved social doctrines\(^5\) of those Christian Churches that have them, the following picture emerges. The vast majority of social guidelines on “health issues” contain information about the general

views of the Churches on this topic, abortion, contraception, euthanasia, alcoholism and drug addiction, mental illness, treatment, healthy nutrition (Adventists). Social doctrines, however, rarely mention epidemic diseases, quarantine measures and vaccination, and such mentions are quite concise; the relevant issues are not addressed. Perhaps this is because all these social doctrines were written in the last three decades of the twentieth century, when humanity, at least in developed countries, no longer suffered from major epidemics as devastatingly as in previous ages, and vaccination had been successfully implemented. Some Churches partially fill this gap in their other documents and explanatory materials.

Thus, the RCC in its dictionary of moral theology speaks positively about vaccination.6 There is no official document in this Church claiming the contrary. Instead, there are documents that clarify the Church’s position on those vaccines for the development of which abortion material was used: “Moral reflections on vaccines prepared from cells derived from aborted human foetuses” of the Pontifical Academy of Life of June 9, 2005 and the “Instruction Dignitas Personae on certain bioethical questions” of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (paragraphs 34–35) of September 8, 2008, and the “Note on the Italian vaccine problem” of the Pontifical Academy “For Life” (2017), which state that the use of such vaccines is permissible, while emphasizing that believers are obliged to expect the development and implementation of alternative vaccines.7

It should be noted that some hierarchs of the RCC outside Ukraine are critical of this approach as leading to actions that are, in their opinion, incompatible with the Church’s teaching on abortion. This is stated in the call “On the moral inadmissibility of the use of a vaccine made from cells derived from aborted children”8 of December 12, 2020 by Cardinal Janis Puyats, Metropolitan Emeritus of the Archdiocese of Riga, Archbishop Tomas Pet, Metropolitan of the Archdiocese of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Astana, Archbishop Jan Pavel Leng, Bishop Emeritus of the Diocese of Karaganda,

Bishop Joseph E. Strickland, Ordinary of the Diocese of Tyler (USA), and Bishop Athanasius Schneider, Auxiliary Bishop of the Archdiocese of the Blessed Virgin Mary. The signatories condemn the use of such vaccines, in particular for COVID-19, as “cooperation with evil” in the form of support for abortion, albeit indirect and remote.

Instead, the American bishops of the RCC precautionarily urged scientists not to use abortion materials in the manufacture of coronavirus vaccines, and later clarified that the vaccines produced are morally acceptable.

The hierarchs of the RCC in Ukraine did not question the possibility and expediency of using vaccines, but instead focused on reflection on church life during the epidemic, at the level of its organization and the level of individual believers. The relationship between online and offline forms of this life is subject to comprehension and practical proposals, emphasizing both the need to maintain real participation in liturgy, taking into account the appropriate quarantine restrictions (which is the common approach of the RCC and Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church (UGCC) hierarchy) and innovatively looking for effective remote ways. Theological reflections on the problems of religious consciousness and activity during the pandemic were presented by Cardinal Kurt Koch, President of the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity, and Cardinal Robert Vitillo, a member of the COVID-19 Commission established by Pope Francis. In Ukraine, the need for a relevant interpretation of various theological issues related to the problems of religious and church life in a pandemic was emphasized by the Dominican Fr. Petro Balog.
The year of COVID-19 became for Catholics a year of initially encouraged and then strongly recommended online participation in worship services. The same was done in the Orthodox Church of Ukraine (OCU). However, for the RCC and the UGCC, the remote participation of believers in services has been not new for a long time: before the emergence of the Internet, Catholic believers, including UGCC underground members, listened to liturgies on Vatican Radio. Nowadays, Pope Francis has set an example of further innovations in the liturgical sphere and communication with believers, and he has called on scientists to develop a coronavirus vaccine as soon as possible, emphasizing the need to make it accessible to all, including the most vulnerable segments of the population. And when these vaccines were already produced, the Holy See’s Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith delivered its verdict: they are morally acceptable; moreover, those who refuse to be vaccinated on the grounds of conscience are obliged not to become a source of disease for others.

Pope Francis’s attitude is shared by the UGCC head, His Beatitude Sviatoslav, who emphasized that the vaccine would really help to protect people’s lives and health. The workers of the School of Bioethics of the Ukrainian Catholic University (UCU) explain that the Church tolerates a vaccine in the development of which aborted materials were used as long as there is no alternative, and claims the advantage of alternative ones. Regarding other sources of information, see the footnotes below.

---
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ing the vaccine against COVID-19, UCU adopted a special address which highlights its positive official attitude towards it, and emphasizes that a possible different opinion of some employees of the University does not reflect this attitude. The address emphasizes: “As a higher education institution, UCU is called to form and disseminate knowledge and help Ukrainian society navigate difficult life situations and evaluate information on the basis of scientific evidence, verified facts and arguments. As an institution founded by the Church, we cultivate an atmosphere of faith and sincere daily prayer, not superstitions and prejudices. In long-term collaboration with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), our university has the opportunity to teach priests, government officials, physicians, and secular people how to counter vaccination myths, build quality communication, manage health care institutions, and take care of life and human health.”

The head of the UGCC also reflects on various theological aspects in assessing the situation caused by the pandemic, in the life of the Church, the people, individual families and individuals. He emphasizes that everyone had to change, and the Church in particular, and that the pandemic had not only purely medical but also economic and political consequences, that it became a new challenge for the Church and the world. “The UGCC experienced a crisis of its identity.... The pandemic struck the very heart of the Church, because priests were forced to urge people not to come to churches. Priests have learned to communicate in a new way with the faithful. We have all learned to work and communicate online. To listen, understand, help and organize events online. We have learned to feel like members of the global Church in a new way. We have also learned to uphold the rights of the Church, to hold services in a pandemic in compliance with all sanitary norms, proving to the state that the Church is not a dangerous place for infection.... And the state finally believed that the Church is a partner in achieving new standards of human health.”

---

Among the Protestant Churches, a comprehensive social doctrine was developed by the Seventh-Day Adventist Church, and much attention was paid to the issues of health and its preservation in the Fundamentals of Social Doctrine\textsuperscript{23} of this Church. The fundamental points of the statement are also made from the traditional prudent standpoint, but Adventists, like Catholics, supplement their guidelines with modern scientific, medical knowledge, and today’s realities of life. These guidelines emphasize the need for disease prevention and sanitation, yet do not specifically address the issues of epidemics and vaccination.

However, the approach of Ukraine’s Seventh-Day Adventist Church to vaccination is clear on its official website: it is strongly endorsed. As in the UGCC (UCU), it is emphasized that the refusal of individual Adventists to get vaccinated is incorrect and unsubstantiated by Adventist teaching.\textsuperscript{24} Today, Adventists in Ukraine are actively campaigning for vaccination in the COVID-19 pandemic. The website of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in Ukraine published an article “Why immunization is more important now than ever.”\textsuperscript{25}

Other Protestant Churches, which do not currently have their own official social doctrines, have also demonstrated and promoted a similar attitude towards health and vaccination issues, in particular by highlighting positive assessments by a number of Protestant Churches operating in Ukraine and other countries.\textsuperscript{26} Like the Catholic Churches, Protestants have no problem using online worship. Issue no. 4 (2020) of the magazine of Ukrainian Pentecostals Blagovisnyk was devoted to the issue of physical health during the pandemic, in particular, its connection with spiritual health.\textsuperscript{27} The website of the Ukrainian Church of Christians of the Evangelical Faith considered it appropriate to post a specific practical explanation who can be vaccinated
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against COVID-19 at the state’s cost.28 The above-mentioned resource of the Ukrainian Pentecostals contains other recommendations for action in the context of the epidemic, aimed at preserving human health. The website of the All-Ukrainian Union of Evangelical Baptist Churches recommends a large informative resource “Church and Quarantine,”29 the result of the creative work of the church, a truly “Klondike” of useful information, innovative reflections and constructive examples of how to care for health, also spiritual one, during a pandemic. Theological reflections on conservative and innovative approaches to spiritual problems in such conditions were published in the Baptist magazine Bogomyslie by a group of teachers of the Odessa Theological Seminary.30

In the Orthodox Churches there is a large diversity of attitudes to COVID-19 problems, and extremely conservative emphases and innovative approaches may occur within the same Church: both in terms of permissible changes in liturgical and sacramental, and in forms of quarantine restrictions. The Russian Orthodox Church in the Fundamentals of its social concept does not rule out the possibility of using modern medical advances to maintain the health of believers, although quarantine measures or vaccination are not even mentioned there. The same applies to the UOC Social Concept, which is not very different to the previous one. The head of the ROC, Patriarch Kirill, has now avoided specifying the attitude to the coronavirus vaccine. His current position was voiced by Vakhtang Kipshidze, Deputy Head of the Synodal Department for Interaction of the ROC with the Mass Media: “Until the coronavirus vaccine passes all clinical trials, the question of whether His Holiness will be vaccinated and declare it publicly is not relevant.”31

In Ukraine, the attitude of UOC clergy regarding possible changes in liturgical activities and church attendance, as well as regarding vaccination, appears to be different. At the beginning of the quarantine declared in our

In the state, this Church prepared a rather moderate address,\textsuperscript{32} which recognizes the appropriate sanitary restrictions and identifies certain changes in the reception of certain sacraments. So far, there have been only situational reactions to vaccination. Thus in 2019, during the outbreak of measles in our country, Metropolitan Agafangel of Odessa forbade the clergy of his diocese to convince parents not to vaccinate their children.\textsuperscript{33} Instead, in that “crazy” year, the prior of the Pochaiv Lavra, following the Synod of the Moldovan metropolitanate of the ROC,\textsuperscript{34} criticized Bill Gates for his plans for a coronavirus vaccine as a means of chipping people.\textsuperscript{35} On October 2, 2020, a priest of the UOC in front of the Ukrainian Parliament building campaigned against vaccinations, arguing that it was false information about vaccines.\textsuperscript{36} It should be noted that among the believers of this Church there are unofficial movements that have always claimed that vaccines are completely incompatible with the Church’s instructions as tools of the devil, Freemasons or the “world government” designed to chip people to establish totalitarian control over all mankind. These and other warnings about “the Beast’s Seal” can be seen now and then in streets on leaflets designed by such activists.

The Orthodox Church of Ukraine has also adopted Practical Guidelines for the COVID-19 Coronavirus Pandemic at the beginning of the quarantine in Ukraine, supplemented in accordance with the decisions of the Holy Synod of


March 24, 2020 and April 9, 2020. In comparison with the UOC address, these Practical Guidelines substantiate in more detail the theological statements of the OCU’s consent to quarantine restrictions and its reasoning regarding the proper behavior of believers during the pandemic. Temples are allowed to be closed (if quarantine rules cannot be observed), lay people are even asked to stay at home, joining the common prayer online. Also, some changes in forms of carrying out of sacraments and ceremonial actions are defined, the general confession is allowed. Looking for advice about possible forms of Communion, the Church wrote a letter to the Patriarch of Constantinople.

The OCU is generally in favor of vaccination, as evidenced by its Primate Epiphanius, who assured of its support for immunization and information about the importance of vaccination in Ukraine (this was discussed, in particular, at last year’s meeting of the Heads of the Church and the Ministry of Health of Ukraine). He now spoke in favor of vaccination against COVID-19, emphasizing that the Church was going to carry out appropriate explanatory work and was hoping to obtain the vaccine under the state program for their own clergy.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, an analysis of the guidelines of the Christian Churches (particularly in Ukraine and other countries of Euro-Atlantic zone) on health issues reveals an interrelation between more orthodox approaches and the innovative ones to


the consideration and recommended solutions to the challenges associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. The part of clergy and laity who in different Churches consider innovative approaches incompatible with Christian teaching is the most noticeable among the Orthodox (in Ukraine among the UOC), and the least among Protestants (in Ukraine, but also in the RCC and UGCC). These approaches—new or refined proposals in the Churches’ guidelines—are aimed at preserving health and lives of people in this world, but also emphasize the spiritual qualities of empathy, helping others, mutual understanding, charity, and solidarity, which are all important for Christians in terms of their understanding of eternal life. However, in the current situation all Churches will have to refine their social guidelines in the light of new realities, aligning their innovations with fundamental orthodoxy so that they do not seem heretical, at least among the Churches that develop these innovations. Scholars of religion can probably expect a lot of interesting research in this field: in particular, the comparison of relevant work in different Churches, the direction and scale of innovations in individual Churches, the willingness to accept such innovations by ordinary believers, and others.
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The article examines the guidelines of Christian Churches on human health problems in the situation of the COVID-19 pandemic. Attention is focused on those Churches that operate in Ukraine and the countries of the Euro-Atlantic circle: the Roman Catholic Church, the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church, Orthodox and Protestant Churches. The documents and practical actions of these Churches, as well as reasoning of their representatives related to this topic are analyzed, in particular: organizing of church life in the conditions of COVID-19, peculiarities of the sacraments, an attitude towards vaccination and more. Orthodox approaches and innovations, which some clergy of different Churches consider incompatible with church doctrine, have been revealed. The innovations discussed concern various forms of online participation in liturgies and other types of church life, administrating of the sacraments, determining whether vaccination against coronavirus is moral, and so on. It is noted that right now and in the near future all Churches will have to clarify and supplement their guidelines according to the challenges of today's life. And the survival and authority of the Churches among contemporaries and future generations depend on the relevance of the corresponding evolution of church doctrines.
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